Shift Your Organization
Into High Gear

P R O D U C T I V I T Y

To operate at peak efficiency, motor vehicle and equipment
service, repair and parts departments must incorporate the most
effective storage and workspace systems.

At Lista, we create storage and workspace systems that allow
you to meet your goals:
• increasing profitability
• improving customer satisfaction
You can accomplish these goals by investing in storage and
workspace solutions that:
• promote faster access and efficient service
• maximize available space
• improve inventory management
• enhance employee productivity
• create an aesthetically pleasing, professional image

Maximize workspace. Lista’s high density storage systems maximize
usable workspace while providing improved organization for fast
order picking and inventory taking. The right Lista storage system
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can turn a jam-packed, disorganized area into a clean, smoothrunning workspace with needed parts, tools and equipment always
close at hand.

Benefits that last. The benefits of Lista don’t end there. Our storage
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and workspace systems have been constructed to accommodate
years of heavy-duty use. They feature lockable drawers for safe,
protected storage of expensive tools and inventory. They are
ergonomically designed. And their sleek, attractive design not only
improves efficiency but impresses customers by enhancing your
company’s professional, quality image.

C O U N T E R S

When the main issue is greater
efficiency. Counter height Lista cabinets with butcher block or steel tops
create an organized, highly efficient, smooth running issue counter
in any parts department. Modular
drawer and shelf cabinets provide
clean, safe storage for a diverse
array of fast-moving parts such as
oil filters, nuts, bolts and air filters,
and allow for the easy and fast
retrieval of these items. And with
Lista’s recessed drawer handles,
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nothing protrudes from the cabinet
housing.

“Lista cabinets are far
superior to anything else
we’ve used. Their construction
and ease of use beat every
other brand we’ve tried. We
particularly appreciate the
greater accessibility of their
wider, shallower drawers.”
Vin Pellegrino
Parts Manager, Lincoln Mercury
Rodman Ford

S T O R A G E
P A R T S

Efficient storage is within easy reach.
Lista’s high density modular cabinets
meet all your storage needs while
taking up 40% less space than conventional shelving. The cabinets’ full
extension drawers store all items
within any worker’s easy reach,
reducing strain. Partitioning configurations in the drawers allow custom
compartments for all your small and
medium-sized parts.

“It’s mind-boggling how much
we can store in our Lista cabinets. Plus, we’ve cut inventory
time in half.”
Robert Crete
Parts Operation Director
Boston Volvo Village

The benefits are stacking up. With the
Lista drawer/shelf cabinet combination
or the Lista Storage Wall® system, not
an inch of storage space is ever
wasted. These unique systems combine
drawers and/or shelves to provide
custom solutions that exactly match the
size of the items you’re storing. The
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Paul Ferreira, Parts Manager
Viti, Inc. Mercedes Benz

D E P A R T M E N T

The ideal workspace solution for any
space. At Lista, our modular approach
lets us create workbenches that
exactly suit your needs. Below the
worksurface, you can choose from a
wide array of cabinet pedestal widths
and heights. Other storage options
include roll-out trays and shelves
behind either hinged or sliding doors.
You can also build up from the worksurface with a choice of riser shelves
and accessory options, and choose
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from a variety of workbench tops.
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of our service experience,
and the Lista benches really
impress our customers and
contribute to our professional
appearance.”
Larry Bedell
Service Manager
Porsche/Audi of Nashua

The solution for tool storage on the go.
When you need storage plus mobility,
Lista mobile cabinets provide safe and
secure storage and transport for your
parts and tools. For vehicle maintenance and repair applications,
nothing compares with the flexibility,
durability, security and functionality of
our mobile cabinets. All Lista drawer
storage cabinets can be adapted for
mobile applications.

Special storage for special tools.
Special tools demand the secure, flexible, organized storage that only Lista

“With the Lista system, my
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mechanics can do work right
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thing is within easy reach.”
Richard Pilavin
Owner
Precision Harley-Davidson

S O L U T I O N S

Free design services. Lista’s engineering
and design team is ready to provide you
with a detailed plan for your individual
workspace and storage needs.

Products to meet every type of need. There are many other Lista
solutions that are well-suited for service/repair and parts departments. Unique products include the Control Station, overhead cabinets, computer cabinets for diagnostic equipment and electronic
manuals, and storage cabinets in a wide array of heights, footprints
and configurations.
Lista offers solutions designed for efficiency and future flexibility.
We provide systematic solutions for a whole range of needs, from
the storage of small tools to complete space-efficient, productive
work environments. Let us show you how our years of experience in
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motor vehicle, equipment service and parts departments will prove
profitable to you.
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